ARE THE MARGINALIZED THE SLAG-HEAP

OF ECONOMICGROWTHAND
GLOBALIZATION?
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Kris Heggenhougen

hose concernedwith health andhumanrightsmust
be poignantly aware of the growing pauperizationof the world
and of global forces that disastrously affect the everyday lives
of people in local communities. We know full well that
people's political, economic, social class, and human rights
situations, and the degree to which they can live with dignity, are directly reflected in epidemiological patterns.' Thus,
the ever-growing disparity evident both within and between
countries, as well as the extending "underbelly" of globalization, caused by commerciogenic pathologizing forces of unbridled capitalism-that is, forces from the practice of extreme forms of commerce resulting in illness and diseaserunning roughshod over democratic principles and human
welfare in the pursuit of growth and profits, have dire health
consequences not only for the most disenfranchised but for
us all.2

Poverty and health are of course negatively interrelated.
But it has been arguedthat it is the degree of disparity within
a country, more than the overall degree of wealth as measured by GNP per capita, that is the significant factor influencing overall health status.3 This explains not only the positive health indicators for rich countries such as Japanand the
Scandinavians, which have modest income differentials, but
also why relatively poor but more egalitarian countries have
better health indicators than those considerably richer but
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with greater internal disparity.4
This century has seen tremendous progress in the field
of public health: increased childhood immunization and
significantly decreased infant mortality rates; increased life
expectancy, by decades in some places; and, though still
requiring attention, a substantial reduction in the threat
of infectious diseases-the eradication of smallpox being
an outstanding example. But while we should duly note these
accomplishments, we must not only recognize the re-emergence of "old" diseases, such as TB, and the emergence of
new ones, such as HIV/AIDS,which are wreaking havoc with
past progress (making the public health situation in most
countries far from bright, and, in some, even reducing life
expectancy), but we must question how and why they are
(re)emergingat this time and why they are concentrated in
certain population groups.
We must ask: Why are people sick? and: Why are these
people sick? These are paramount questions for health research. The immediate answers, no doubt, point to viruses,
bacteria, parasites, and other infectious agents, as well as to
diverse sources of stress including war and civil strife, domestic violence, and malnutrition. But we cannot ignore the
wider ecological context of people's lives, which places people
"at risk for the risks" of being affected by a range of noxious
agents.5Widening disparity, which, in effect condemns more
and more people to the ranks of the marginalized and to the
abyss of poverty, constitutes a fundamental risk.6
Are the marginalized the slag-heap of economic growth
and globalization? The evidence is mounting that widening
disparity, and the consequent relegation of more and more
people to societies' margins, are the negative consequences
of globalization. Examples can be found to show the benefits
of globalization-in a few instances, even for the poor-such
as improved communication facilitating education and provision of information, including preventive and curative
health education; globalization also means that human rights
abuses may become immediately known to the world community. But much of the evidence points in the opposite direction: to the damaging effects of globalization, especially
on the lives of the poor. According to the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), "the accelerating process of
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globalization is expanding global opportunities without distributing them equitably. The playing fields of globalization
more often than not slope against the interests of people and
countries."7 The North American Committee on Latin
America makes an even stronger statement: "Globalization
has become associated ... with corporate profit, growing income concentration, the decline of workers' rights, environmental degradation, and increased corporate power."8
The recent violence in Indonesia, exacerbated by the tripling of the population now living in poverty to 60%, is but
one of the most visible and volatile consequences of an economic system gone awry. The disintegrating economic situation has allowed simmering ethnic and religious animosities, which last flourished in the 1960s, to once again come
violently to the fore. Though perhaps less immediately apparent elsewhere, overall figures on the growth of disparity
in most parts of the world are frightening.At least they should
frighten us, since they mark incredible suffering and inevitable social and political disruption.9
According to the UNDP, "The 350 largest corporations
now account for 40% of global trade."'0Yet from 1982 to 1992
these and other large firms laid off hundreds of thousands of
workers, swelling the ranks of the unemployed each year
despite increases in corporate earnings, or perhaps even because of them. Increased corporate efficiency, sophisticated
technology and "cost-effectiveness" have led to profits at the
expense of workers' jobs. This process may also be seen in
the replacement of "expensive" workers' jobs in industrialized countries with cheap labor in developing countries. In
industrialized countries, "unemployment has soared to levels not seen since the 1930s, and income inequality to levels
not recorded since the last century. I''
Mega-corporations make up 50 of the 100 largest economic entities in the world, while countries make up the
rest.'2 According to Laxer, "Global citizenship rights for
corporations enables them to escape obligations to country. The implicit threat is: Bring in strict anti-pollution
regulation ... or higher minimum wages, and we the corporation will move out. You the wage earners and citizens
who voted for such policies will be left hurting. Not us:
we are mobile and responsible to shareholders, not comHEALTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS
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munities. Global corporate-citizenship rights enhances the
trans-nationals' ability to use blackmail to discipline democracies."''3The UNDP states the same concept in more moderate language: "national governments go out of their way to
attract foreign direct investment by offering to relax labour
or health standards, [which] will hurt the poor and set off a
'race to the bottom' that will lower standards worldwide."'14
The economic gap between the top and the bottom 20%
of the world population, which was 30 to 1 in 1960, grew to
82 to 1 by 1995 and continues to widen.'5 The UNDP reports: "The least developed countries, with 10%of the world's
people, have 0.3% of world trade-half their share two decades ago.'/6
In most countries the number of the poor has increased,
and in sub-SaharanAfrica and Latin America the proportion
of the poor has also increased; in Asia, events within the last
year point to a significantly growing poverty rate there as
well.'7 At least one-fifth of the world's population lives in
absolute poverty, surviving on U.S.$1 or less a day. Seventy
percent of people living in absolute poverty are women. Indigenous communities suffer poverty at rates far above national poverty rates.'8 There are an estimated 100 million
street children worldwide.'9
The gap is also widening within most countries. Brazil
is but one of the most noticeable examples. As the UNDP
reports, "InBrazil the poorest 50% of the population received
18% of national income in 1960, falling to 11.6% in 1995.
The richest 10% received 54% of national income in 1960,
rising to 63% in 1995."I20 The health consequences of these
statistics are enormous. For example, the life expectancy in
the northeast of Brazil, which contains the greatest concentration of the poor, is 17 years less than in the prosperous
south.2'

The trend is occurring worldwide, not only in developing countries. Fernandez notes: "From 1979 to 1989 the income of the poorest 20% of all families [in the U.S.] fell 10%
while that of the richest 1% of families increased 105%.1"22
The gap continues to widen in many industrialized countries:
"New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States
all experiencedgood averagegrowth between 1975 and 1995yet the proportion of the people in income poverty rose."23
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The number of people in the world with a fortune greater
than U.S.$1 billion climbed from 145 in 1987 to 358 in 1994including quite a number from developing countries.24According to the UNDP, "New estimates show that the world's
225 richest people have a combined wealth of over $1 trillion, equal to the annual income of the poorest 47% of the
world's people (2.5 billion)."25225 individuals equated to 2.5
billion people-something is wrong!
Without attacking capitalism as such, a few voices from
all sides of the political spectrum are now beginning to raise
the alarm. They declare that an economic system insufficiently tempered by human rights concerns and democratic
principles, and causing the marginalization of largerand larger
groups of people, must be amended. Failureto do so will mean
even more ill health and deprivation for those at societies'
margins.26Most people may not be swayed by such an ethical argument-essentially an argument that "in the good society there cannot, must not, be a deprived and excluded
underclass"-nor may they be particularly concerned with
the creation of "the good society" in the first place.27But the
argument that inaction will also have a much wider consequence-the creation of a breeding-groundfor pandemic violence-might find more receptive audiences.
Within the last decade, one of the voices urging such an
amendment has been that of the UNDP. With its yearly Human Development Reports it has consistently called for a
shift in emphasis away from an undifferentiated concern for
economic growth to a prioritization of human rights and equity parameters. Another, surprisingly to some, is no less a
personage than Pope John Paul II (much criticized in some
circles for his conservatism), who has recently spoken out
against an economic system which appears to be out of control, littering the world with its victims. In December 1998
he said, "The human race is facing forms of slavery which
are new and more subtle than those of the past. . . . And for
far too many people, freedom remains a word without meaning.... International institutions, national governments and
the centers controlling the world economy must all undertake brave plans and projects to insure a more just sharing of
the goods of the world."28Archbishop Barraganof the Vatican
has spoken even more poignantly: "Now we have a neoHEALTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS
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liberalism in which the poor get poorer and the hungry are
marginalized. There has to be something besides the free
market."29

In many of her recent statements, Mary Robinson, the
former president of Ireland and the current UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, has stated that because she is
passionately concerned about human rights she has started
to emphasize economic, social, and cultural rights. The message is clear: without social and economic rights there is no
chance for civil and political rights. The growth in disparity
is a most formidable foe of social and economic rights, and,
concomitantly, of civil and political rights.30
The UNDP reports: "In Brazil in 1971-89, real GNP per
capita grew by 3.3 % annually, but the income of the poorest
20% grew by only 0.8%. In 1968-88 in the United Kingdom,
GNP per capita grew by 2.2%-the income of the poorest
20% by only 0.3%. Sweden also had 2.2% growth in that
period, but the income of the poorest 20% grew by 6.3 %.'131
But the industrialized and relatively homogenous Sweden
does not provide the only example of a recent reduction in
income disparity. Between 1970 and 1990 in Ecuador, the
overall GNP per capita grew by 2.5%, but the per capita income of the poorest 20% grew by almost 7%. Similar trends
could be seen in Malaysia and India and particularly in Costa
Rica.32It is possible. And social policies, national and international, can make it so.
Growing marginalization is not inevitable. People don't
have to be "set apart" or pushed to the margins; interventions can be made, and examples of successful ones can be
found at local, national, and international levels. Interventions do not necessarily imply the elimination of large enterprises, but rather the democratic establishment of effective
and enforceable national and international laws and safeguards to protect the welfare of labor and of the general population. We have examples of large corporations that are environmentally responsible and concerned with workers rights;
Reebok and Levi-Strauss have shown signs of wanting to be
among them. But these examples need to be multiplied and
strengthened-significantly strengthened, especially in the
face of powerful contravening forces.
Whether we call it disparity, functional apartheid, or
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structural inequality, the process of marginalization constitutes violence of a terrible kind, one that directly affects the
health of the public. While we should and must be outraged
at the atrocities in Rwanda, the Sudan, and Kosovo and the
killings of street children in Brazil, Colombia, and Guatemala-such atrocities are all too frequent-we should be
equally outraged at the widespread though less immediately
personal violence and breaches of human rights involved in
the insidious forms of structural violence that condemn an
increasing number of people to lives of misery.
Combating the growing divide that separates us must,
in the face of current realities, be the primary work of health
and human rights. A health transition, at least one of any
positive consequence, depends on such a focus, on an examination of the root causes of inequity and the growing
pauperization of the world.33
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